Preface

In a world where traditional business practices are reconsidered, economic activity is performed in a global context, new areas of economic development are recognized as the key enablers of wealth and income production, and the quest for collaboration and exploitation of synergies is recognized as an Information Technologies Primer, this book brings together academics, researchers, entrepreneurs, policy makers and government officers aiming to contribute to the debate on Sustainable Development and Strategic Management through Information Technology.

This book is timely responding to the high demand of our society to adopt Emerging Technologies in all the aspects of Business and Economic activity towards innovative solutions to research problems and high performance systems. The key characteristic of the book is that brings together the experts of the IT industry, IT practitioners and researchers in High Tech Research centres and Academia promoting a sound contribution to the IT literacy as demanded by real users.

The book has a clear editing strategy:

- To be the reference edition for all those interested on the strategic role of IT and Management towards sustainable development [with main emphasis to be paid on practical aspects].
- To be the reference edition for all those (policy makers, government officers, academics and practitioners) interested in understanding Business and Globalization.
- To become a reference edition for people thirsty for globalised electronic business, sustained development and Information Systems.

The proposed book with the presented strategy will:

- Provides fresh ideas on how IT and Modern Management can contribute to societal and economic objectives.
- Shows the significant role of IT for Global Challenges and International Collaboration.
- Exploits synergies between disciplines and cultures.
- Influence the way theory meets practice and creates business opportunity and wealth.
- Illustrates how IT can support humanistic visions, etc.

The audience for this book is:
• Politicians
• Academics
• Policy Makers
• Government officers
• Students
• Corporate heads of firms
• Senior general managers
• Managing directors
• Board directors
• Academics and researchers in the field both in universities and business schools
• Information technology directors and managers
• Quality managers and directors
• Human resource directors
• Libraries and information centers serving the needs of the above
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